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When does suspension become art?
When Davide Corsetti builds it!
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Off Road

Artisan
An ARTISAN (from the italian: artigiano) or craftsman
is a highly skilled worker who makes items that must be
functional but also decorative. An artisan is therefore
a person engaged in or occupied by the practice of a
craft, who may through experience and talent reach the
expressive levels of an artist using his hands, mind and
heart in his work and what he creates . . .

By Kevin Girling
A chance remark on my Facebook account (Kevin Girling if
you are not already a friend) prompted our most recent Land
Rover World excursion to Corsetti Engineering in Milan, Italy,
a manufacturer of aftermarket parts for all Defender models.
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The Corsetti factory is always full of Defenders!

www.facebook.com/LRWmag
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Various products in the process of being finished. Almost
every stage of the manufacturing process is done in-house

A

PICTURE OF SOME RATHER
stunning Defender lamp guards
was incorrectly attributed to
another manufacturer, a mistake
which drew swift and scathing comments
from other Facebook friends, all keen
to rectify this error. The commentary
and images got our attention and after
a little investigation we discovered a
whole new range of products, not from
the usual UK manufacturers but from an
Italian company.
After a look at its product line dedicated
to the Defender range, a call to the Land
Rover World editor resulted in the two of
us booked to fly to Milan. Of course, you
have to remember that our editor, apart from
being a Land Rover fan, is a huge Defender
fan. Like me he owns one. His voice shot
up a couple of octaves with excitement upon
hearing my proposal to visit Italy to find out
more about these aftermarket accessories
and to share the information with readers of
Land Rover World.
On arrival at Corsetti Engineering I was
pleasantly surprised when owner David
Corsetti told us he was already familiar with my

journalistic talents, dating back to my first Land
Rover stories written for another magazine.
One of my very first Land Rover articles
in 1997 was ‘California Dreaming’, a story
about California-based Safari Gard, a
company already pushing the envelope with
a range of aftermarket parts that enabled
owners of a regular Defender to turn it
into an off-road wonder with masses of
articulation and protection. Back then the

Two other Defenders in the Corsetti car park, everything
here is heavily modified and well fettled
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Plenty of stock on the shelves of the most popular parts but
demand is very high and stock moves fast
results were stunning, and the story was not
lost on David who read the article and was
inspired to emulate Safari Gard in Europe
but felt he could do better. Although not an
engineer, David qualified as an architect and
was able to dream up new concepts. With
the assistance of a friend, he developed
concepts using computer-aided-design
(CAD) software. One of the benefits of this
approach was the ability to detect product
weaknesses and rework the design in CAD
to eliminate them. Wherever possible, David
uses lightweight materials resulting in parts
that are stronger and lighter than the original.
Lightweight does come at a price though,
with titanium versions of a product costing
three times as much. The weight savings,
however, are substantial, with a titanium part
capable of being held on one finger whilst
the steel equivalent needs a clenched fist
and plenty of arm muscle to hold it up!
David Corsetti started life in the aftermarket
parts business as a partner in Equipe4x4, a
company he created in a single car garage
belonging to his parents. After just six months
the operation moved to a shop with David as
the creator and designer behind all products

The Corsetti Team, all of them are Defender fanatics and
have a real passion for the vehicles and what they can do
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Just look at it! Engineering at its most beautiful. Everything
is perfectly formed and designed to perfection
whilst his partner handled the commercial
side of the operation. Circumstances at that
time dictated that all production had to be
outsourced, with the downside proving to be
lack of control over quality. A decision on the
commercial side to cut production costs in an
effort to increase sales with lower retail pricing
did not fit with David’s philosophy to produce
the best. He wanted quality rather than
quantity so he decided to strike out alone.
David purchased a factory on the outskirts
of Milan, a deal which conveniently included
all the necessary equipment required for

First it must work perfectly,
then it must look great,
then it must be easy to fit
with no special tools.
Davide Corsetti
in-house production, including a laser
cutter, a CNC unit, drilling and bending
machines and welding stations. Only
corrosion protection and powder coating
is outsourced now. Production, vehicle
work and fulfilment occupy the main floor,
with company administration, product
development and CAD support on the first
floor level. This means that production can
now be properly controlled in-house to
ensure the best product quality. While these
products may cost a fair bit more, a market
clearly exists for quality parts at a higher
price point, a belief shared by Land Rover
which has always been at the upper end of
any market sector in which it competes.
David has an interesting approach to the
creation and production of new products. First
he thinks of a product, then he develops it.
He thoroughly tests new products, almost to
the point of destruction, as evidenced by the

Taking a corner way too fast for a normal Defender but this
one sticks to the road like glue and is very steady to drive.

damaged panels on his own test Defender 90.
How else do you test door handle guards for
a 90 or 110 unless you roll the vehicle? Once
righted, and if the door handles still work, the
product is ready for market. Then David turns
his attention to appearance ensuring that
every laser cut, mould, weld, nut and bolt is
of the highest quality and finish. The result is
a range of innovative products, specific to the
Defender range and beautifully manufactured
with that truly Italian flare for design. All
products can be fitted by any owner who can
handle a set of wrenches! There is nothing in
the Corsetti Engineering range that requires
specialist installation.
Of course, as any Defender owner
knows, the proof of the product comes in
the eating, or in this case an expedition. It
should come as no surprise that the ‘test’
budget at Corsetti Engineering is huge as it
has to cover extreme testing expeditions in
such remote places as Mongolia or Tunisia.
The entire test is well documented digitally,
providing both stills and video footage in
support of sales efforts. David believes that
testing in the actual terrain for which parts
are designed is the ultimate test of quality
and functionality.
The Corsetti Engineering range of
aftermarket parts includes strengthened
steering components, off-road suspension
systems for both expedition and competition
use, a vehicle protection package for
Defender (and Discovery), performance
equipment for Defender, winch bumpers
and corner protection for Defender (and
Discovery) and recovery equipment. Where
appropriate, parts are created or modified for
extreme conditions. One of the specialities is
suspension modifications, which lift a vehicle
and improve ride stability. This is partly
achieved by stretching the wheel base and
widening the track.
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Raised seat runners sit on rubber
mounts to make the ride even more
comfortable in harsh conditions

These corner bumperettes are
available for both the 90 and 110

Tree sliders that actually protect the
door handle too.

This 110 was being fitted with a
complete suspension system
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THE TRUCK . . .

Battered, bashed, dented and thoroughly used and
abused. Davide’s own vehicle is treated very harshly.

Davide Corsetti believes in testing every single product
himself. The battered Defender 90 you see here is Davide’s
own vehicle. It is his every-day drive and is also used
both for competing in Italian challenge events as well as
travelling to his favourite destinations in North Africa. The
same vehicle does it all and nearly every product they make
uses this vehicle as a test-bed. As you can see it is not a
pristine vehicle that is treated with kid-gloves, it is properly
put through its paces and deliberately taken to the extreme.
If a product prototype survives an outing on this vehicle it
stands a good chance of making it into production

You can tell from the scars and battle-wounds on the
underbelly of this Defender that it is no stranger to coming
into contact with rocks and other immovable objects

The Corsetti dashboard is a very simple but effective
modification that provides masses of extra space for
switches, dials and gauges. Very simple to fit too.

Davide believes in simplicity and ease of use, everything
is air powered and he even uses the roll cage as the
receiver tank!

Fitting their brand new rear winch tray made entirely from
featherweight titanium. Weightless but ultra-strong. If
Davide cannot break it then no-one will.
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Behind the scenes . . .

Almost every component is cut
and formed in house from sheet steel or tube.
Stability performance is further enhanced by the addition of a very
neat and innovative front locking sway bar. Any Defender owner
knows that with a good load, especially a roof tent, a Defender has
a tendency to develop a drunken roll around corners. This clever
device, engaged from the cab at any speed, stiffens the suspension
and substantially reduces body roll. During our visit we were provided
with an excellent road demonstration through very tight 90-degree
and 45-degree bends. The default ride mode is normal and this was
used to start with. With the locking sway bar engaged the difference
was dramatic. Imagine arriving in a serious 90-degree right-hand
bend with way more speed than experience tells you the vehicle is
capable of negotiating safely and emerging the other side, still on
the correct side of the centre line, the right side up and only a trace
of rubber left on the road surface from the right rear tyre, which lifted
just ever so slightly on the apex. The things we do in the name of
testing for our readers because, of course, it wasn’t fun at all!
This addition provides a dramatic improvement to on-road
handling, something the police and military users of Defender would
surely find interesting, together with the off-road benefits of reduced
body roll on side slopes keeping the centre of gravity low and
centred. An excellent piece of technology and just one example of a
range of great parts now available for Defender owners.
With 11 staff the company is clearly well placed to diversify with all
the professional skills needed to handle a product from concept to sales
fulfillment and every phase in between. The usual management/worker
structure appears to be absent, replaced instead by a team approach
based on friendship. That is not to say there is any lack of professional
skills – far from it. All the ingredients, and passion for Land Rover, are
present and we expect to hear much more from this company in the
future and to see their products operating around the world.

I didn’t need to be asked twice.
I can always find a slot in my diary
for a trip to Milan to look at some
nifty Defenders and the outing to
visit Corsetti Engineering did not
disappoint. Even if I was there just
to be bag-carrier for Mr Girling.
Being more used to colder
climates both myself and Kevin
turned up at the Corsetti factory in
shirt sleeves while everyone inside
was wrapped up for winter. It was
22°C, that’s summer to us!
Introductions over we spent
many an hour salivating over
some of the most stunningly
beautiful Land Rover products
ever made. Everything was not
only functional but it was a work
of art. If I had this stuff on my
Defender I’d have mirrors installed
on my driveway so everyone could
see the underside of the truck.
The entire Corsetti team made
us very welcome and took pity
on our shockingly basic language
skills. Controlling the entire process
from sheet metal to finished
product all in house allows Davide
to ensure that everything is top
quality. It is not the cheapest line of
aftermarket modifications but it is
certainly one of the best.
SimonWH

Kevin ‘Action Man’
Girling gets an aerial
view of the Corsetti
Car Park

Steel winch tray is a
hefty lump, the titanium
alternative can be lifted
with one finger

Corsetti Engineering Milan, Italy
www.davidecorsetti.com
LRS Offroad stock the complete range of Corsetti
products in the UK:
LRS OFF-ROAD, Doncaster, UK
www.lrsshop.co.uk Tel: 01302 302649
Email: sales@lrsoffroad.co.uk

On the return journey, and probably to make the point
that the editor is still the boss, in spite of not being known
in Italy, Kevin drew the short straw and had to get to work
on his laptop in the British Airways lounge. The editor on
the other hand had a well-deserved nap! One Life – Live it!
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T

HE
CORSETTI
DEFENDER
110 that we drove on our visit
doesn’t actually belong to
Corsetti at all. It belongs to the
Company Accountant! This guy was so
enthusiastic about Corsetti and all the
products he designs and builds that he
ordered this 110 and ticked pretty much
every box on the Corsetti option list.
The vehicle is used both as a daily driver
and an expedition vehicle which is why it is
also fitted with auxiliary fuel and water tanks
and an Engel fridge. The custom made
drawer system (again built by Corsetti) holds
most of the heavy gear and the owner takes
a roof tent on his travels.
The most innovative addition that we
noticed on this vehicle was the heating duct
that heats the roof tent. Powered by a diesel
heater a simple pipe is attached to the duct
on the side of the vehicle and feeds warm air
into the tent. It can run continuously or on a
timer. Ingenious!
With all the raised and trick suspension
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you might think that this vehicle drives like
a pig but it is actually more surefooted
than almost any other expedition prepped
Defender we’ve ever driven. Thanks to the air
operated anti-roll bar system the vehicle can
be locked down for fast and steady driving
or freed up for maximum articulation off road
at the flick of a dash-mounted switch.
After throwing it into a 90° bend at speeds
that were way too fast for a normal Defender
we can attest to the fact that it went around
like it was on rails with hardly any lean at all.
The R&D that Corsetti puts into his
products is second to none. Only once every
product has been tested to destruction is it
made available to buy. A process that can
take months and even years for some items.
All we can say is that looking around the
Defender pictured on this page we couldn’t
stop smiling the whole time. It is both
ingeniously constructed and beautiful at the
same time.
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Roof console houses CB and Radio as well as providing a
mounting point for the GPS without obscuring vision

Bonnet mounted snorkel coupled with a huge air filter
housing makes breating easier in hot climates

Water in, Diesel in, Hot air out! The black pipework attaches
to a heater to provide hot air to the roof mounted tent.

Engel Fridge sits atop a huge water tank for long-range
expeditions
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